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Helicopter
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Dwight Shilling, Team USA F3C pilot, 
leads the F3C class after fi ve rounds.



Helicopter

Hello! I am happy to say I survived day two of the Nats. 
Tuesday consisted of two rounds of competition for 
the Sportsman, Expert, and F3C pilots. We also shared 

some time with the Scale guys. Seeing the craftsmanship of 
their aircraft was impressive. It was even cooler to see them 
fl y.

The competition is getting tighter and tighter. There are 
seven of us in Class I, and for most of us this is our fi rst 
competition of this kind. The Expert and F3C pilots sat down 
with us after the day was fi nished yesterday and explained 
to us how we can improve our scores. They pointed out the 
common mistakes we were all making and gave us tips on 
how to improve. 

They also are very approachable with any questions any 
of us have and are more than happy to help. This is a big 
departure from the competitive world of kart racing that I just 
got out of. In that world setups are super top secret and are 
not shared in the middle of an event.

After the day was over we sat down with them again and 
discussed equipment and what it takes to build a precision 
helicopter capable of competing in F3C. Much to my surprise 
the difference between a F3C machine and a 3-D machine are 
much less than you think. 

Both use powerful motors, high quality ESCs, and precision 
servos. As it turns out, many of the helicopters that they were 
fl ying were not even specifi cally made for F3C. They started 
life as 3-D or sport machines and the only real difference is in 
the setup. 

Typically, F3C machines are tuned to have much fi ner 
response during the hover maneuvers and more fl owing 
transitions during fast forward fl ight. This typically means 
lower headspeeds during hovers, less control throws, and more 
attention to details like center of gravity and blade weight. 

That being said, the pilots all agreed that with all of the 
high-quality helicopters and parts available now, it is far easier 
to purchase a F3C machine than even fi ve years ago. They all 

agreed that almost any quality helicopter on the market today 
could be tuned to be F3C capable.

For me, this is disappointing. I was looking for an excuse 
for my poor fl ying and after that talk, I just crossed one off. 
I struggle a lot with the hover maneuvers and with the F3C 
pilots’ help, I worked on it after the day was over and made 
some changes. Lowering in the hovering head speed from 
1850 to 1650 and adding in more exponential control helped 
quite a bit, but my rookie thumbs still get the best of me … I 
was hoping to blame the machine. I guess I will have to look 
for more excuses tomorrow.

After fi ve rounds complete and two to go, here are the 
standings

Class I Sportsman
1) Robert Montee 4937.418 
2) Devin Hammond 4686.358 
3) Bernard Shaw  4559.368 
4) Peter Bisbal   4154.419 
5) Justin Hartsock 4020.027 
6) Mike Unger   3879.846 
7) Michael Robinson 2943.740 

Class III Expert
1) Dennis Purduski 5000 
2) Andy Panoncillo 1629.87

F3C 
1) Dwight Shilling 2000 
2) Nob Muraki   1836.319
3) Tim Diperi  1815.841

So there you have the results from day two. You also know 
that getting into precision helicopter competition is easier 
than you think. Think about it …

—Mike Unger

Robert Montee, the 
Class I leader after 
fi ve rounds, is getting 
ready for a fl ight.

Nob Muraki 
fi nishes a 
fl ight in F3C.



Bernard Shaw had a good day, winning round four in Class I.

Blade choice is a matter of personal preference and matching it to your machine.

The differences between a heli you can buy off the shelf and the 
machines the pros are using are less than you think.

Lots of detailed fi ne-tuning goes into an F3C machine. Notice the angle of the 
swash link to the blade pivot. This is tuned to help to deal with wind.

Peter Bisbal gets some tips from F3C pilot Nob Muraki.

Our Scale pilots, their machines, and Scale CD Darrell Sprayberry on the ground.
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Devin Hammond is 
solidly in second in his 
fi rst trip to the Nats with 
only two rounds to go.


